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ABBPAQniJD'ef, W - MOTHER , POINT , OF VIEW
A Modern Sybil, Named Sybil Leek, Psycho- 
metrizes The Scene Of The Attempted " Ass
est >vtion Of Teddy Kennedy In July 1969.

From the Dec. 30, 1974 "Midnight”

In the current political campaign, Republican Presidential 
candidate Ronald Reagan was asked what he thought of the Chappa- 
quiddick tragedy. He replied, ”1 dont believe all of the facts 
have come out yet.” Nor will they, as long as the plotters main- 
tain control of the Situation; nevertheless, for those who want 
to ”seeM rather than just look, here is a borderland Science Ver
sion of the event by a born psychic.

"I have a distinct Impression of a girl in the corner by
the fireplace by' the Window. All Windows and doors .are open so 
there is cc traffic through the cottage., The girl is there

i

Sybil Leek Stands at water’s edge and lööks backwards 
flroogh-time.

SB.

■B

and she has something on her 
mind that has to be done. It 
is connected with Ted Kennedy. 
She has to get him away. She 
has to remove him from the in
fluence of the other people. 
And l'm not quite sure how she 
does it.

”1 can feel. and see some 
conversation between them, but 
not very clearly becausq he is 
not very receptive. She is per
sistent. There is some reason
hy they have to leave. I dont 
believe it’s to do with her feel-
ing sick 
thing to 
and that 
leaving.

or 
do 
is

anything. Is's some- 
with a plan. And 
the reason for them

'‘Kennedy wants to go back 
somewhere. He’s not really in
terested in going with Mary Jo. 
The Suggestion comes from her 
that she wants to talk with him. 
He thinks she wants to talk with 
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him our' Ide. But sie i uto the car • Sc he follows.
”Maty Jo didn’t have to take anything with her. She just 

has to get him separated from where he was with his friends. (Miss 
Kopechne left her handbag and motel key at the cottage.) She had 
every intention of retuming. There was a reason for her to re
turn«

”Over in the bedroom there’s scmebody laariiag out the window 
talking to someone outside. I dont think the person outside was 
one of the party. (One of the conspirators, no doubt, talking to 
an acconiplice in the Kennedy entourage.) But the person inside 
was. There is a Connection between the girl and the person speak
ing in the bedroom window. I think there is a message for her.

”Mary Jo and Ted Kennedy drive away. They go a little way 
up the road» They go only a little way up the road because that’s 
where they pick up a hitchhiker(Why not call him the assassin? 
Properly and thoroughly brainwashed and programmed by government 
ghouls for the occasion.) That’s where I feel very sick. The girl 
gets in the back of the car. The man sits in front with Kennedy 
driving. They dont know him. He wants a lift.
KENNEDY’S THIRD MISTAKE

"They go so far^ but Kennedy is not able to drive the car 
very well. The man says he’ll drive. Kennedy gets out of the car 
and moves around the front of the car. The hitchhiker moves into 
the driver’s seat. The car goes on but it doesn’t go on the right 
road. So there is a quarrel. And Kennedy grabs for the wheel. 
But then the hitchhiker jumps out of the car and it goes over the 
side at the bridge. The hitchhiker is all right.”

Of course! No curse was laid on him by the black magicians 
who planned and ordered the crime. And he set the lock on the door 
on the driver’s side before exiting. It was still locked when the 
Oldsmobile sedan was finally dragged from the water. This mysti- 
fied the investigators who were sure Kennedy must have escaped 
drowning by that route. That was the plan, that the third Kennedy 
was to 'be drowned, along with his supposed paramour, thus black- 
ening his name forever while removing him permanently from. the po
litical scene.

”And now the other car comes," says Sybil to the ”Midnight” 
reporter, Malcolm Abrams. '’lt’s a big, dark car. The hitchhiker 
is not excited. He gets in the car and there are two other men. 
This was planned. The two men are not Americans, only the hitch
hiker is. They1 re Spanish, I think. They couldn’t let Mary Jo 
come back because she knew the hitchhiker. So she had to go. 
There’s a long plan. Kennedy had warnings of a kidnapping. His 
wife was very frightened. She thought the chlldren would be kid- 
napped. (Now we have a real and deeper reason-for Joan Kennedy’s 
alcoholism, the curse on the Kennedy family.)
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”The two men in the car didn’t realile that
Kennedy would get away. That’s why they waited in 
the car off the road near the bridge. But it’s too 
late now. Because Teddy was as as a dead man anyhow. 
Nobody would believe him. The plan was very careful 
and it took a long time. They didn’t want Kennedy in 
politics! But with two brothers gone it would look 
like a conspiracy with a third brother to go. So 
Ted raust die by accident.”

Yes, thinking men and women would have suspec-
T TNrni N ted , if Teddy had been executed the way Jack 

and Bobby were, with • -u' l-*t in the back of the 
head,. If Teddy had been karmically clean he wouldn’t have chosen 
to go to the party at the Chappaquiddickcottage that night; or cir- 
cumstances would have prevented him from going, to get involved in
the assassination plot; but. his life was spared -- possibly because 
martyrdom is not in his life-plan for this embodiment -- as it ob
viously was in the lives of Jack and Bobby.
THE OCCULT POWER OF PSYCHOKINETICS AT WORK

It is your editor’s belief that Jack Kennedy was there watch- 
ing over his brother-that night, vf~h / craham Lincoln and
other prominent members of America's occult hierarchy; and, with 
the help of Earth Gods and elementals, they dematerialized Teddy’s 
body in.the submerged sedan and rematerialized it on the surface 
of the lagoon where the dazed and mystified Senator could swim to 
safety. But the evil Forces would make one more attempt on his 
life that night!

Why not save Mary Joe Kopechne? I t_ve her Higher Self had 
volunteered for the sacrifice of a life. That was what the black 
magickal ritual called for; so she offered herseif in the place of 
the Senator, a perfect example of the Master’s Statement in Matthew 
10:39: . he (or she) that loseth his (her) life for my sake
shall find it.” It is possible that Mary Jo owed Teddy a life from 
the past and chose this way to clean up the karmic 
Obligation.

Reading the Akashic record of the event five 
years later, Sybil Leek saw that ”the black car 
took the hitchhiker away. There are two Spanish 
names. These men in the dark car have a lotof 
names, I dont understand. They. change their 
names. The two Spanish men and the hitchhiker 
did the thing, but they were the ambassadors 
for someone eise. This is much bigger. It 
was a big plot with political leaders, be- 
cause there was nobody eise to get in the 
way (of Nixon’s reelection in 1972, when 
the cloud of the Chappaquiddick tragedy JACK KENNEDY
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would still be heavy on Teddy Kennedy and his political careerj for 
the goal of the false Christ, Looeamong, is to turn America into a 
right-wing military dictatorship, Hitler-Germany style. These 
ramifications were beyond the understanding of Sybil Leek in 1974).

"I dont understand the plot. It’s too big fer anyone to 
understand. But it succeeded. It’s silly to think mistakes were 
made. It was very clever. The surprise was that Kennedy was still 
alive. But he didn’t know what was going on. And he was fright- 
ened of the threats that had been made to hi® before. There was 
nothing he couid say because how do you say this was a political 
plot? He couldn*t say that. (Yup, only an occultist can trace out 
at least some of the nidden forces at work.) The people knew what 
had happened to his brothers. It was mich the same thing.”

IT WAS A RIGHT TURN, KIMME RIGHTI
Walking along the road from the cottage to the bridge and 

the fateful lagoon, Sybil stops: "The hitchhiker gets in here. 
This is the place by the white road markers. Mary Jo has to get 
out to get in the back of the car. The hitchhiker gets in front. 
Then they go on. He was there on purpose. He was waiting for 
them. They have changed seats. Not the girl, the men, and the 
hitchhiker is driving. Kennedy and the hitchhiker quarrel. Ken
nedy isn’t driving. The man they picked up is driving. And 
that.’s why they..turned right. Because it was arranged. Kennedy 
cant drive the car. So the other man drives. Here they quarrel. 
I dont know what happens next.

"They approach the bridge-fast. But it slants to the left. 
Sotnebody knows the bridge. The hitchhiker is out. tie’s driving 
and he has jumped out. The car is coming fast and the driver is 
out just as they come to the bridge« So Kennedy and the girl 
go over. When they arrive here the hitchhiker has already un- 
locked the door. He knows what he is going to do. The mistake 
is in thinking it was a mistake. It wasn't a mistake. It was 
planned.

"And the hitchhiker falls out and rolls a little. And 
there’s a car. Another black car off the road. He walks back 
to the black car. The two men in the car have seen the Kennedy 
car come past here; so they know everything is going according 
to plan. They and the hitchhiker stay in the car quite awhile, 
talking. But Kennedy came up. He swarn very well. But he’s not 
sure what happened. He thinks someone eise is there as well. 
He still thinks the hitchhiker is in the water.

"Kennedy is a strong swimmer. And he couid get out more 
easily than the girl. The girl was trapped in the back seat."

No doubt the assassins were waiting in their car to make sure 
Ted and Mary Jo didn’t survive the plunge. The Senator says he made 
several attempts 'to get back to the submerged vehicle to pull Mary 
Jo out but the tide was too strong for him; so he finally swam to 
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shore and sat there to catch his breath afid to contemplate the 
horrible tragedy which had overtaken him, before going back to 
the cottage to get help. This delay probably saved his life 
for the Martha’s Vineyard sheriff came by in his patrol car 
and spotted the black sedan with the three nuuiaii fiexids in it. 
They left the place, fast!

”So the plot in a way succeeded,” observed Sybil, "and in 
a way it hadn t. Fate was kind to the conspirators because the 
scandal blew up in bewildering fashion. But it had nothing to do 
with the real thing- . . a political plot rauch in keeping with 
the plots against the Kennedy brothers before. . . because there 
was a warning. And that’s why Kennedy didn’t say anything. 
Some of the things that happened (that night) he didn’t remember. 
He was totally bewildered. He left under the assumption that two 
people had drowned. But by the time he got himself dry (in his 
motel room in Edgartown) Kennedy knew. This is where the terrible 
tragedy comes in. That he knew the warnings he had, that some- 
body would try to get him, were true. . . This is why Kennedy 
said he would not run for President. . . "

The Astral plane Mafia guiding the assassins that night al
most "got him" a second time, when the bewildered and exhausted 
Senator .decided to jump in and swim the 150 yards from the Island 
to Edgartown. The ferry had stopped running long before; but 
the tide was still running and nearly swept Kennedy out to sea. 
Again the Intervention of his Good Forces was necessary to save 
his life, get him to shore and into his motel room, still in 
shock; so it was hours before he finally notified the authorities.

AN EVEN MIGHTIER DRAMA
Fate wasn’t completely kind to the conspirators. while the 

"Greek tragedy" was unfolding on Chappaquiddicka much greater, 
inter-planetary drama-was underway on the Moon. So the Evil Ones 
were denied their headline story in the Sunday papers of the Wes
tern world. Kennedy’s ten-hour delay in reporting his personal 
tragedy'by-passed the Saturday papers of July 19th, and thus it 
had to compete with the mighty drama of Neil Armstrong and Edwin 
Aldrin just above the Moon. They were guiding their lunar module 
down to a safe landing on the Sea of Tranquility, wnile Collins 
was circling above in Apollo 11. They rested for six hours be
fore Armstrong descended and put his foot on the surface at 10:55 
p.m. Eastern Daylight Time. July 20, 1969. The Chappaquiddick story 
was buried inside the LA "Times" that Sunday, in a comparatively 
brief, two-coluinn item.

If Richard Nixon had been elected in 1960 there would have 
been no Apollo program. He would have put all that money into 
the war in Vietnam. By the time his Forces did get him into office 
in 1968, it was too late. But he did succeed in cancelling the 
last two Apollo projects, even though the Hardware was built and 
paid for.
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MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMIC AEBODYNES
Bys Dr. Jean-Pierre Petit, ScD*s and Dr. Maurice Viton, ScD.

From ”Les Extraterrestres”, July 1977 Issue, Published 
by Gerard Labat, St. Denis-Les-Rebais, 77510 Rebais, 
France. Translated from the French by Associate William 

L. Moore

”1 do not have an a priori conviction concerning whether 
OVNI (UFOs) exist or do not exist. I stand on what is specifically 
stated herein. It is our Intention to approach the problem 
scientifically, investigating if it might be possible to fly at 
supersonic speeds without making shock waves. It happens that 
the aerodynes that we consider have a discoidal form. We set 
out to consider, among electrical motors having sufficient power 
of propulsion, those engines which combine fusion and Magneto- 
Hydro- Dynamic principles (MHD). Therefore these researches are 
still in a very embryonic state. It seems to us however that if 
a motor 'of this type can function, it would also be a very power- 
ful laser. Perhaps such a motor would produce its current in 
microsecond Impulses, modulated at a thousand megahertz, with a 
frequency recurrence on the Order of a millisecond. All this is 
to be taken before the forum of scientific Investigation and into 
the field of experimentation. That is what we are trying to do."

Jean-Pierre Petit, March 15, 1976

The Authors:
Jean-Pierre Petit, age 38, formerly engineer of L’Ecole 

Nationale Superieure de 1-Aeronautique. Doctor of Science. 
Specialist in the theory of cold plasmas and specialist in the 
kinetic1 theory of ionized gases. He has worked on the instability 
of plasmas and constructed a magnetohydrodynamic Converter in 
196/. At present, he is at the Marseilles Observatory, where he 
is engaged in research work. Specialty: The theory of galactic 
dynamics.

Maurice Viton, age 35. Astronomen. Doctor of Science. He 
works in the spatial astronomical laboratory in Marseille. He 
is presently concerned with observations made by means of tele- 
scopes carried by balloons..

MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
Assume a tube of constant section flanked by coils which 

create a transverse field B. The Electrodes, which are divided 
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into segmeats in oj^ -r.vrjut' 
a very homogeneous pkotaa, create 
a current J, also trans verse. See 
Figure 1.

In tv - ■ d'u?rv-' the Hall 
effect (which we will return to 
later), the Lorentz forces, which 
are of the magnitude JxB, will 
be directed along the axis of the 
magneto^-hydro-dynamic flow-tube. 
The resulting device is called 
an MHD linear accelerator. One 
can easily imagine application 

of a type useful for propelling aerodynes (Flying Saucers). The
■problem is obviously to have available very powerful sources of 
current and of field. For example, to make the Concorde fly 
when the four jet engines are replaced by MHD accelerators, the 
accelerators would have to develop a minimum electrical power 
of 200,000,000 watts, representing a total load not exceeding a 
few tens of tons.

In 1967, Dr. Jean-Pierre Petit constructed, in the course of 
a particular contract, a linear MHD Converter (Figure 2). This 
was a shock tube six taeters long with a 5 cm. by 5 cm. section. 
In the combustion chamber, the burning of a hydrogen-oxygen mixture 
produces, in the impelled experimental test gas -- which is com- 
posed of 70% helium and 30% hydrogen, a gust of ionized gas which 
moves into the MHD duct at z500 meters per second. The plasma will 
therefore be subject to an electromotive force V x B, creating a 
current I which generates retarding forces I x B. A current of 
several amperes is collected by means of the segmented electrodes. 
During the 200 microseconds that this impulsional generator of 
small dimensions functions, electrical power of 2.5 megawatts 
was obtained with a very good overall Output.

The kinetic energy of the fluid is thus directly converted 
into electrical energy. The Lorentz forces then act in a direction 
to retard the plasma. The MHD interaction was sufficiently intense 
to generate a plane shock wave, developed in the absence of any ma
terial obstacle. The author then 
posed the following question for 
Investigation: Is it possible to 
produce a frontally placed shock 
wave upstream of an aerodyne at 
supersonic speed, so as to atten- 
uate the wave, or perhaps to make 
it disappear altogether?

LORENTZ FORCES AND PARTICULAR 
CONFIGURATIONS

Rather than trying to repro- 
duce the functioning of a reactor
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(drive) motor, it is much more logical to rearrange Gw- ip) the 
functions of propulsion and sustentation into & single • r figura- 
tion. In a nozzle (discharge duct-vent) the flow is internal.
In the aerodynes we will examine, the Lorentz forces internet with 
all ambient media iinmediately exterior to the machine.

1. LORENTZ FORCE:
Suppose that there is an electric current In the gas, and a 

magnetic field which is perpendicular to the current. By the 
laws of electromagnetism, we show that the gas is then subject to 
a force which is called the Lorentz force. With the knowledge 
that the direction of the electric current is opposite to the 
direction followed by the free electrons (these go from the ca- 
thode to the anode) and that the magnetic field is perpendicular 
to the current, one can determine a geometric configuration -- a 
tri-rectangular triad -- in which the third segmenthas the direc
tion of the Lorentz force (Figure 3).

2. CYLINDRICAL CONFIGURATION
This was proposed by Dr. Maurice Viton, 

working at the spatial astronomy laboratory in 
Marseille. The aerodyne has a cylindrical 
form. In the inferior of the cylinder, a Sol
enoid' produces a-dipolar magnetic field. The 
pairs of electrodes are fed by an electric 
current generator (Figure 4).

The flow has been determined experimen- 
tally by means of studies carried out with an 
acidic liquid medium (water with 3% HCl). In 
the MHD flow, no vortex trail was observed. 
(Figure 5).

One can see that the current density vector is perpendicular 
to the vector field B. A distribution of Lorentz forces, produced 
by the electric discharge, act upon the plasma in the vicinity of 
the device.
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3, SPHERICAL CONFIGURATION
This is a system analogous 

to the preceding one. We have 
a pair of electrodes and an in- 
terior solenoid in the design 
which produce a dipolar field 
(Figure 6). Here too, the Lor
entz forces develop a sustentive 
force strongly localized in the 
immediate neighborhood of the 
electrodes. If one intends to
realize a highly svmmetrical,Sys
tem, one is led to arrang,e the 
electrodes so as to form a circle. 
For each pair of electrodes, there 
is a solenoid at the inferior of 
the aerodyne (Figure 7). It is 
also desirable for each of the sol- 
enoids to be stimulated sequen- 
tially. Very likley the MHD flow 
for this System will be identical 
to that of a cylinder. The Lor
entz forces are proportional to 
the current density J and to the 
intens!ty ot the magnetic field B.
As J develops and peaks, a loss by the Joule effect develops
(increases). It is also seen that the electrodes will be rapidly 
eroded if the current Output is high. It is therefore advantageous 
to work with as high a magnetic field as possible.
THE HALL EFFECT

A new phenomenon, the Hall ef
fect, comes into pxay in the gas. 
If an electron movos freely in va- 
cuo, it, follows a smooth -curve. In the gas', it frequent ly ent er s into 
collision with other molecuies. In 
the mean, it travers in a linear 
trajectory inclined at the angle 9 
the Hall angle, to the direction of 
the electric field E (Figure 8).

Imagine an electrical discharge 
within a cylindrical enclosure. One 
of the electrodes is constituted by 
the wall of this volume; the other 
is disposed along the axis. When 
we place the cylinder in a strong 
magnetic field dixected along the 
axis, the current flow lines will

Ares de cyclöides

E

0 . Angle thlto de HAU.

FIG . 8
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undergo a distortlon (Figure 9) 
yielding a spiral configuration 
(spiralifonn curves). Thus in 
atmospheric air, a field of 500, 
000 gauss can yield a Hall angle 
of about 70 ciegrees.

(The reader here should be 
reminded of Dr. Wilhelm Reich's 
''spinning waveform of orgone en
ergy, the KRW -- kreiselwelle" 
worked out mathematicaily by him 
in "Contact With Space" and also 
described briefly by Trevor James 
Constable in his book, "The Cosmic 
Pulse of Life", $5.95, Merlin Press, 
PO Box 12159, Santa Ana, California 
92712. As Trevor observes, these 
cycloidal arcs help to account for 
the ”falling leaf" effect in the 
flight of some UFOs. RHC)

AERODYNE 0PERATING UNDER A STRONG HALL EFFECT

The device will then have a completely different geometry.
A discoidal configuration will be introduced. Then asstane that 
the aerodyne is a disk constructed of an insulating material. 
The disk is composed of two parts arranged syrametrically, two cir
cular belts of elctrodes The cathodes are placed above the model. 
In the absence of field B, the current follows elliptical genera
ting lines (or curves) in the model. It produces a halo of ionized
gas -- of orange color -- in the 
air surrounding the aerodyne. 
The glow is very strong at the 
level of the electrodes, which 
thus look like portholes. As 
soon as we introduce and raise 
the magnetic field so that the 
Hall parameter yields a suffi- 
cient turning effect, the dis- 
tortion of the current flow lines 
is observed (Figures 10 and 11).

It is then easy to see that 
the lines engendered by the Lor
entz force are quasi-centrifugal 
at the upper side of the machine 
(Figure 11) and centrifugal at 
the lower side. The machine then 
operates as a kind of electromag
netic pump. The flow thereafter 
is not badly inferred by analogy 
with that shown clearly by heli- 
copters; the lift of the disk is
May-June 1980 RR, Page 10
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pheric pressure. The m®t@r is girdled by a selenaid whi i pro- 
duces an axial fleld. The roagsetlc fiele! can m©re@ver be that 
©f the engine itself. On the iaterisr face ®f the sphexical p©r- 
ti.aa, a seriös ®f ssgmented electredes are a.rranged. One ©tlier 
electr©de stud (tmique and central)? the center
®f the Systems, @n the peak of
are connected to terminals ®f a powerful c@Rdensers storing some 
10$ joules ®r more. The discharge is established in the enclosure.

By reason ®f the Hall, effect« the current takes a spiral path. 
One can consider that the instability ©f^ionizatien may be mitigated 
by ionizing the deuterium very strorigly (at au elrctroxi tenipera- 
ture ©f 10,000’ K.). The Lorentz ' s rcipetal, their
dirmtisa d®p«ading up@a the 'polarity ©f the electrodes and a©t on 
the directicm ©f the field B. These Larentz forces« which are very 
vielent, preduce an implesive shsek wave. The shock wave meves t© 
be reflected at the center ®f th® System, thus producing a little 
ball ®f dense, h®t plasma.
LASEB-INITIA.TED FUSION

If one places reflecting surfaces on the walls of the en- 
closure (mirror), one will ©btain the resonant cavity of a laser 
®f high power. The laser will focus its energy on the ball of 
plasma at the center ©f the enclesure. If this focalization is 
sufficient t© initiat® Fusion in th® ball, the ball then m@ves 
t© rsliew itself as a carrier the energy liberated by the 
fusien. The radial expansio® is in the presence ©f a strong 
transvers© magnetic field. The field V x B is then azimuthal, 
but the Hall effect pr@du.ces a quasi-radial current. Gollected 
by the electrodes, a part g©es t© make the aerodyne fly and the 
r@st is stored in the c@ndenser. The latter is accomplished in 
th® fellowing esmpression. ’We have in the final reckening, an 
alternating m@t©r9 a two-streker. The condenser functions to 
previde flight and the laser aperates as a sparkplug. The spark- 
plug develops ten times more power than the piston. The rhythm 
of the motor will correspond t© an ascillation ef the shock wave, 
perhaps.1000 h©rtz for producing a current lasting 1O“6 seconds.
AND MORE REMOTELT:

Producing a high frequency current leads to the following 
id®a: When fusion develops, it will liberat® energy. This en
ergy will excite the gas, Laser-fashion, producing a new bürst 
©f fusion. The cyclical period of this ©scillation is the time 
it takes for one movement of the light back and in the en-
clesure. All this of course remains highly^speculative.* The 
ideas are put forth without order. In the first~phase, it will 
be suitable (convenient) t© study the efficacy of one such ge©- 
metry of an MHD comprassor. The field B will be of t’> > of
10 Teslas, the enclesure some centimeters in diaweter, filled 
with ©rdinary hydrogea. In the second phase it will be neces
sary to establish the operating characteristics of an MHD gen
May-June 1980 RR, Page 12
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erator. Production of a blast wave by injecting into the center 
of a diabolo the energy delivered by a powerful laser, perhaps 
through collecting a ball of solidified hydrogen.

Out of all this, it is necessary to hold t© the eventual 
possibility of grouping together a compressor, a powerful laser 
and a current generator all in one and the same machine.

How can such a device be piloted? L- a <ual or only
a little of the energy of the laser pexw © j‘ • escape? In 
what form does the radiation appear? As X-rays or Ultraviolet? 
What will be the nature of the interaction w?fh a f'toj 1 or a 
million'gauss? All things being considered, it */; j j indeed be 
interesting to study the effects of very streng magnetic fields 
on laser emissions.

A priori, one thinks; of the Pasches of the Splitting (doubling) of rays, and of the possibility ef producing 
spatial interference.

April 1976
BIBLIOGRAPHY:
“Compte rendu de l’academie des Sciences de Paris, seance du 21 
juillet 1975. Magnetohydrodynamique -- Convertisseur MHD d'un 
genre noveau. Note-de Jean-Pierre PETIT presentee par Andre 

LICHNEROWICZ (serie 8 Page 2V).
-Une nouvelle formuiation des equations de mouvanent d’un gaz 
ionise dans un regime domine par des collisions. Journal de Mechanique, Vol 14 numeror 4. J.P. Petit and J.S. Darrozes (1975) 

-Transport phenomena in a non equilibrium partially ionized gas
in a magnetic field. Plenum Publ. Corp. USA. UDC 533-932. (1975 
J.P. Petit et M. Larini).
-Les OVNI: s’ils existent, voici comment ils peuvent voler et 
plonger. Sciences et Vie. Mars, 1976. Numero 702, forme CXXIX. 
Jean-Pierre PETIT.
-Aerodynes Magnetohydrodynamiques, J.P. Petit et M. Viton. (Prive- 
avril,' 1976).
-Aerodynes magnetohydrodynamiques. J.P. Petit et-M. Viton 
(Synthese J. Bonabot) Bulletin du GESAG Juin, 1976. Page 2

Our most hearty thanks to Jacques BONABOT for permitting us 
to reprint the article which was published recently in his revue, 
numero 44, juin, 1976. GESAG Leopold 1 Laan, 141 Brugges.

We will have the opportunity to return t© the work of J.P. 
Petit in forthcoming issues of '‘Les Extraterrestres".

Gerard Labat
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DStH AND RESURRECT10N
AN EASTER MESSAGE FROM ASHTAR

Through Rayonda

Greetings to our friends on Planet Shan:
By reason of the fast approaching cliau-x in the age-old 

antipathy twixt two totally opposed basic life principles, it 
does become necessary to provide more than human wisdom, human 
strength and skill to overcome the heavy onslaught of misguided 
or purposely destructive forces on Earth.

Whether this assistance'comes in visible aircraft manned by 
powerful beings endowed with authority to use forces unknown to 
mortals, or whether the necessary aid Is given in ways mysterious 
and intangible, of a surety men and women fulfilling the missions 
which brought them to Earth at this time shall be given all they 
need to.guarantee their success in carrying out their destined 
roles.

None may compute the wondrous patience and forbearance where- 
with the Heavenly Father has borne with the frailities of human 
beings! None may even surmise His disappointment at their refusal 
to accept His overtures for forgiveness and mercy!

All which comes to pass of a destructive nature is the re
sult of men's free choice of the pathway of Retrogression, which 
leads to oblivion as far as their residence on this planet is 
concerned. These retrogressives cannot exist in the New World 
Now Being Created!

A failure to bring about the establishing of the long- 
heralded Kingdom of Heaven @n Earth cannot be even remotely con- 
sidered!

The Master said, "My kingdom is not of this world." Yea, 
but was it not also written, "Behold, I make all things new"? 
A new heaven and a new earth wherein all shall dwell in righteous- 
ness! This is His promise. It is now in process ©f fulfillment.

Think ye the Creator, whom the most ignorant concede has the 
power to intelligently construct the globe you now inhabit, is not 
able to re-construct it to conform with a new program? One designed 
t® give a re-generated human race the proper environment for util- 
izing newly apprehended forces requiring new conditions?

Ere the cencluding contortions of terrestrial readjustments 
occur, you may expect entirely unrelated, sporadic exhibitions by 
Nature, releasing long repressed accumulations ©f force sufficient
May-June 1980 RR, Page 14



to disrupt a nmmtaiii, fle@d a desc t - *. »n, or raise
a continent. Not in a haphazard ^©ri irrÄMeaal^JiaBner-will these 
start Ling tzanspesi pions take place. They w ' -c r ©etailed 
plan of procedure whereby tho^-s c .... . ■ , . > . develop-
ment of New Age projects will 4/©-.^,... . . ... <m render
them fit for greater Service to future inhabitants.
L2T TOLERANCE TINCTURE I0U1 CBITICISM

Any dissertatien on future events on planet Shan «ist be re
ceived according to the knowledge and faith ©f the reader. A 
Statement may be utter nonsense to you today, yet a month hence 
appear in quite a different light. e tincture your
criticism of aught which seems to verge on the fantastic. If 
you are t© be advised ©f miracles t® be achieved during the coming 
«eaths, then must you actait t© .yetir mind's eye new concepts of 
Nature’s part in this metamorphesis.

A plethora of cleverly concocted substitutes for Nature’s 
originally perfect Provisionof foods containing all elements 
needful for man’s sustenance have floeded the markets. When 
correctly compounded by sincere scientists, we do not condenm 
their rightful use. Yet, have theSe man-made substitutes de- 
prived Nature of a responsibility She will again assume when 
changing. conditions renew the impoverished soil upon which She 
has been forced to depend for the n itial ingredients to in
still life-giving and preserving elements int© the matchless 
array of edibles She does produce for man.

Be not fearful lest the earth be denuded of its fields of 
golden grain, its wealth ©f fruit-laden trees, its vineyards of 
luscious grapes, its expanses ©f greenest verd ducing all
the vegetables one couid desire. These and ot' huunteous 
provisions for the temporal needs of all God's little children 
of the earth shall thrive in the freshly v’ > ized ground which 
responds to Nature’s alchemy.

I have spoken,
' Ashtar.

Ed "Rayonda" Palmer’s "Newsletter" >ublished from his 
Cosmic' Science Research Center, 1646 SE ., Portland,
Oregon 97214.

Flood a desert is right! Not to mention our back yard and 
garden here in Vista, with rain falling in record amounts in 
Southern California. Fortunately for us the mud has confined 
itself to the Street, up to six inches deep, washed down from 
an unfinished housing development up the Street. The city has 
now had to clean Bobolink Drive four times. But the clean mix
ture of sand and ’dobe left on yard and driveway is new earth 
to be added to our old garden soil. And for us in this area 
there has been no Interruption of Service of the Utilities; 
so our living and work has gone on at its normab pace.
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ELF HAVESAND IgG ENTRAXNWWT
A PSYCHOTRONIC WARFARE POSSIBILIT¥

Adapted From a Tape Recording Of A 35 
MM Süd® Presentation by Bob Beck. At 
The 1978 United States Psychotronic 
Association Conference In Atlanta, Ga. 
Part II, Continued From The Jan-Feb 
1980 Journal of Borderland Research.

Is there cetworahip of literature on Bctrata« Low Frequency 
wave« and Electreencephelograph Sntiralnrnent? Apparently. Mr. 
Beek told his Conference audlence that in the early days ©f ELF 
wave research he fouund 182 referencei ”tö the effect« of ELF 
elec.tr©-static and eleetro-aagneti© field§ on hun&n perforaanee, 
Htoodf, etc./’ but later when he sent ©ne o£ hlg «tudents to the 
bio-medical library at the University of California at Los Ange
les to look up some of these references, the Student found ”that 
some of these references had been sllcid out of th® text with a 
razor blade!

”That leads us to two conclusions/’ said Mr. Beck. "No. 1, 
were the College kids too broke to put a dime in the Xerox ma
chine? Or had some of these been removed? Anyway, I dont know 
the answer to that. (next slide)

”How about the relationship between the Mean Annual Magnetic 
Activity and the number of Sun Spots. Again, man is a bio-cosmic 
transducer. We know we live on a planet that has fairly well pre
dicted, 7, 21, 11, etc,, cycles. what ab@ut this curve of magne- 
tic storms, that’s the top one, and mortality fron twrvous and 
cardio-yascular diseases?

”A guy with a 25-watt transmitter -- with th« Luxembourg ef
fect -- which means a circularly polarized antenna aimed at the 
ionosphere -- with a few cycles -• a few Hertz frequency differ
ente from a 50,000 watt broadcast transmltter can mood-manipulate 
an area of about 200 square miles. Dangerous? Hell yes!

"How about comparison with daily periodic changes and the 
earth’s electric E and magnetic H fields, and rhythms of living 
organisms? Circadian rhythms? All of these graph® which you 
are going to see for the next few minutes, IncidentAlly, are 
from medically accepted literature, fro« the medical Journals 
themselves. The dielectric constant ef water, th* magic trans
ducer. (To Tom Bearden) 1*11 give you a copy of this print, Tom, 
you dont have to take notes.

”0kay. Here’s; another one, a paper generated in the Radio 
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Science Jour«! ci < t. -h - v La .' ; „u ^au ©f Standards . 
Again take a loak at whes». tbt K'.u 'sppFaxs to be. . That’s 
an 8.0 under the power/adistribtitiottx«rve, the-saae .figure that 
we were finding in the Meads of the psychics! The medicine men, 
the witchdoctors, the Christians - (tfyitiesw -Äey’A«il«li the same!

J’Why is the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Advanced Study 
Institute on Low Frequency Magnetic Radiation -- generating paper 
work by the bushel until b».cuc F •> years ago. Their findxngs. 
Let’s 3)'ip some uf. techt. i,, t <. it? We dont want to in- 
trude on the time of the next Speaker.
THAT MAGIC, OCCULT IO»E1, 7.S HERTZ.

”Any of you people know Dr. Ed'Maxey, Staaten Maxey in Flor
ida? Okay. About the time I was playing with it he did a very 
experiment. He took a litt le coil’, a fw turns of wire, put them 
on the floor underneath the ©per- . । tl r -- what do you call those damn things that they hiu a a ix äi'.utroencephalographic 
room? Wherethey check you for epilepsy, etc?

"He found that by turning this thing ot t ■ certain frequen
cies -- okay, the way he pvt. -/ound it was this. He owned a few 
hospitals and had operating Privileges in a few others. He told 
the Encephelographic operators; * After you’ve run your tests, run 
a few more feet of tape. I’ 11 buy thu pr', cd just let me 
know what happens here’.

"He found that a i/>- .• ttage of the people tested had
brain wave entrainment. Entrainment simply means that their 
brain wave -- the firing of their neurons -- latches on to this 
magnetic field coming from this little coil putting out micro- 
gauss. You cant even measure things this low unless you have 
highly sophisticated equipment. x i * «-cult. It is invisible. 
It's tasteless, odorless, etc; and this is in a paper that he 
presented to a geophysical society meeting not too long ago. He 
too came up with the'magic number that I have, 7.8 Hertz. He 
found that exactly four seconds after this field went on, that 
the subject's brain waves would lock on exactly, on frequency 
and phase.

"How about this for a covert, manipulative tool?”
”7.8?” asked a member of the audience.
”7.8 is the number he used,” replied Beck. "We’ve refined 

that down to three decimal places.
"This was Dr. Polk’s original paper, and then this ’cop out’ 

about three years ago when the people that were working in this 
field had to go back, backtrack, and pretend like they had not 
published their original papers, or seen what they had seen. This 
is what happens when you get a government graut, boys and girls!

"Again, the frequency distribution of the natural ELF wave -- 
E means extreme, L means low, F means frequency -- that we lived 
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in b&ra^ ra rat 4y»., -jn thu air. (Aa»th« sllde) Pewer 
distrlbtttion staicttire. That’s & little wer our heads here.
MAN -- _. •■ ' * ■'

”A lot of people, a few years a.ra„ ' y; _d: the
possibility that ®an is a Bio-Cosmic Transducer, not only a 
transmitter but a receiver, and that somehow his brain waves can 
lock on and modulate this (the earth*s?) field;and this might 
be the medium for ESP. (Another slide).

"Some good work that was being done at UCXA. (University of 
California Los Angeles) in their brain research group. Dr. W.R. 
Adey was on another government' grant sponsored by the Office of 
Naval Research, into the effects of these pulsed in this case 
pulsed very high frequency fields -- that were pulsed with a very 
low frequency modulation. His published papers, and this goes 
back several years, show that this could infiuence the brain waves 
of cats and monkeys; and he didn’t talk about the work that was 
done out there with human beings because by now this was fairly 
sensitive. They knew it worked. They didn’t know why. So a 
lot of time, money and effort went into finding out what in the 
human brain was beginning to respond to this. Let’s skip some 
of this and get down to the good part."

(At this point the reader might well ask: What is the Navy 
doing looking.into electro-magnetic modification of human be- 
havior? And, if this is for the defense' of the nation, why be 
so secretive about it? Unless of course the real target of the 
psycho-political warfare is the people of the nation.)

"Now, a few other German physicists were looking into the 
possibility that this may have been the mechanism that we have 
lived with for thousands of years. The name of this paper is 
‘The Biological Effect of Extremely Low Frequencies in the At
mosphere’. In other words, if we live in a natural ELF environ- 
ment could this possibly be the key and mechanism for mass acci- 
dents, mass suicides, etc?

"All of the people who did this work independently, Tromp 
in Holland, Koenig in Germany, found: Yah, when they went back 
through the weather records, this had to be the mechanism that 
caused all of these admissions to psychiatric hospitals on cer
tain dates, all of these homicides -- . The data is beginning 
to become massive.

"Now, Hamer -- Captain Shilling, do you know where this man 
is? (sounds like a mumbled, negative response on the tape). Uh, 
James R. Hamer -- or Hammer. He was working with human subjects, 
and he has disappeared. As have a few others. He did some extremely 
interesting work, and this was way back in 1968. At that time he 
was with. the Space Biology Laboratory Brain Research Institute, 
University of California. The rest of his papers that I managed 
to gather about ten years ago are now classified. You cant get 
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them for love or money; they have been UP-statused. He found that 
in a 9-Hertz Signal the reaction time was definitely »shortened.
You were more alert. If you changed that signal down a few cycles 
per second, 3 to 5 Hertz, look what happens to the reaction time. 
This applies to human beings, monkeys, cats, apparently all life 
forms that have brain waves,

"Oh, let's get on with this. Tromp did the same thing inde- 
pendently. Some more of the paper that was generated on the Office 
of Naval Research grant at ÜCLA. (Another slide) This is another 
of the papers which was subsequently classified. At that time he 
was doing this work openly at the Northrop Space Laboratory and 
this was an inter-office memorandum which survived the Classifica
tion process. If you’d like'to see that I‘d be happy to share it 
with you.
HOW ARE YOU ACTUALLY AFFECTED BY ELF WAVES?

"Let’s get out of here and into other things. Solar activity 
and incidence of cerebral spinal meningitis. Remember what Tom 
Bearden was saying about Carrier possibilities? We dont know whe
ther, No. 1: If the Waves lower your resistance, or No. 2: You 
can actually put the Information on them and it is re-created 
inside the nervous System.

"Crest days. of weather pain and the relation to sun spots 
and magnetic disturbances, etc. Mortality diseases of the'ner
vous System and the lower curve of sun spot activity. In other 
words, we are looking here at natural ELF phenomena before it 
began being manipulated. Sun spots and earth*s magnetic activity. 
Again epidemic meningitis.

"Okay, now it gets really interesting: Socio-political mass 
disturbances, 1923 to 1927, in Europe, related to Full Moon axis. 
Remember, the full moon modifies the tides. It modifies these 
frequencies. Tn .this. case the tides are in the lonosphere and 
the Heaviside Layer and their position above the earth.

"Double daily deaths from angina pectoris, and combined 
groups bn the Lunar axis. What if we could manipulate this? Whole 
populations would be subject. Tuberculosis. What? Does it in- 
fluence those germs, those little microbes as well? I dont know, 
but there it is, positive correlation. Cholera in Russia, from 
1823 to 1923, versus solar activity in the same period.

"May be all of the life forms on this planet are Looked in 
to this electro-magnetic energy, just as the Radionics and Radies
thesia people have sensed, for quite awhile. Epileptic attacks, 
of course, totally predictable. Suicxdes. (Pause) Any of you 
still awake? Heh, heh. (Laughter from the audience.) Kathryn 
says, T sometimes wonder if anyone hears a word I say.' (More 
laughter) Well, a lot of people tend to go unconscious on this 
because, No. 1, it’s frightening and, No. 2, it’s a little heavy, 
technically. Well, come back.
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HOW TO mBCTUO A PSYCHIC
"Again, here is an artist’s conception which I have adapted 

to show this synchronized brain wave activity, the stranger within. 
Okay, if psychics «n. j. . r a particular brain wave pat
tem -- we dont know which comes , the chicken or the
egg -- can you make a psychic by driving his brain wave to that 
particular f requency ?

"Marvelous question, dont you think? brilliant, wish I‘d 
thought of it first, (chuckles)

"Our first attempt at manufacturin| psychics and radionics 
operators and healers was to put ther- • 1. ' Iqht bulbs in an
empty eyeglass frame. On the left is an incandescent bulb and 
on the right is a little c: i« caihode iudicator, like on your FM 
radiö tuner. By flashing thef . i ts in real time to 
the Schuman resonance -- we picked the Sehuaian resonance up on 
a coil -- filter out everything e«.ept tha.t waw to which the psy
chics would. entrain &r latch their brain« and feeding them this 
little flickering light.

"All of you know that if you flash a light in a person’s 
face you get an evoked potential in the occipital cortex. That's 
the photic response. And you know that if that is at a certain 
frequency youare goiiTg to tum that person on to epilepsy. You’11 
have -a petit mal->eisure.

"Remember all these night clubs in New York, these psyche
delic clubs, that were having these suits against them because 
the operators would get the strobes in around a thing which was 
the second Harmonie of the Delta spiking rhyth® you see in epi
lepsy? Okay, when they test for epilepsy in the hospital, No. 1, 
they flash lights at your head at a certain frequency, or No. 2, 
they give you a drug which will overstinrulate the firing of the 
neurons.

"But, if you put in a beneficial frequency, you can probably 
cause an evoked response of the brain wave at that frequency. 
Now that was marvelous, except for one thing, it takes about one 
hundred milliseconds from the time that light flashes for the Sig
nal to cause an evoked potential; and that hundred milliseconds 
varies for most human beings. In other words, you can test IQ 
with this little box. The longer it takes that flash to get out 
here as an electrical Signal the dumber that person is because 
the slower his system is responding.

"You are aware of Hurtle’s work in Canada that found that 
non-culturally biased IQ (Intelligence Quotient) tests for cats, 
dogs, babies, people who couldn’t speak English, people who 
couldn’t read or write, etc.

"So what was terribly wrong with this brilliant idea was 
that the 'light didn’t get there to the brain for everybody at 
the same time; so we abandoned that for the H Wave. . . " 
(To be concluded in the next Journal.)
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THE NEED FOR COMPWSATING INPUT
“So many comments t© make, but 1*11 save them for some 

future occasion. Suffice it to say now that we continue to enjoy 
your articles, clips, quotes and ■ ; ■ ''r'\ Journal,
and use the occasional incendiary incantation to promote discus- 
sion during our regulär Monday event' But to give
you some brief feedback/orientation for future thetnes, let me 
say that though we appreciate the warnings about the influence 
of the Men In Black and MIRO's infho. _ ä.l / do need.(for
us and other readers) the compensating input. Please continue 
to give us positive articles to help us all rise above the pro
blems, as well as the warnings about conspiracies and negative 
influences. Thanks, friendsJ We love you!”

A.R.D.R., Victoria, British Columbia

Thanks for the reminder, Sandy; we do have to watch that the 
Journal doesn't beconre overloaded with the "doom and gloom" ma
terial so readily available and easy to come by these days. The 
best way to keep positive these days is self-less service, to those 
social and economic organizations dedicated to progress in con- 
structive and practical ways -- through regulär donation of money 
if nothing eise, and to put in some time yourself helping the 
dis-advantaged in your community.

THE JAN-FEB JOURNAL WAS SOMETHING SPECIAL

"Just received the Jan-Feb 1980 Journal and must teil you 
that it’s the finest you’ve ever put out. I always look forward 
to receiving my Journal but this time it was special. Now I’m 
looking forward to March-April for the rest of the Beck material. 
Enclosed is $2.50 for a copy of Closed dass No. 14 and a copy of 
the article on the Hendershot Free-Energy device. If there is a 
Charge for the schematic please let me know."

W.E.L., Dc., Joplin, Missouri

Yes, Doc, I hope the three articles on healing are helpful 
to you in your work, and we did pick up the transcribing of the 
Bob Beck talk on ELF waves in this issue. About all we've heard 
of Hendershot recently is that the Air Force constructed one 
but couldn't get it to work; nor could they modify the circuit to 
where it would work. At this time it doesn’t seem likely that 
such a device will work -- or at least get started -- without the 
addition of some personal energy, prana, mana, from the operator. 
This puts it in the realm of magick.
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THE BSRF JOURNALS ARE NÖTHING
”1 do not care for the Borderland Science Journal I received. 

I would like to cancel the membership with a refund of the $10.00. 
Thank you."

Mrs. A.H., Pisgah, Iowa

Sorry about that. Return the Journal we sent you and we'Ll 
be glad to refund your money. We certainly dont want the Journal 
going to anyone who is disturbed or offendecl by it!

F01GET ArulIT THE OLD CARCASS
"Enclosed is my check for $30, 3 renewal

and $20 for two antennas for the Tesla Coll. 'ed your Jan-
Feb 1980 Journal on healing, Radionics, Religion and inventions. 
You aie gtxt er, • i’< as you grow older. Just as the wine they 
have in Paris. Keep up the good works and give us all you got 
and forget about the «mcJ y. r- ; Love to all.*'

E.F.A., Chicago, Illinois

The protesting is over. The "old carcass" has adapted itself 
very well to the extra two miles a day of walking or cycling to the 
Vista Post Office; so now, presumably, I’m even stronger than before.

CLIMATE CHANGES -FOR SURE
"Enclosed is a check for $10e I would like to join your foun-- 

dation. I find your paper very interesting. It looks to me like 
we are beginning to get a climate change for sure. Our normal 
rainfall here for 100 years averages 38.2 inches. In 1979 we had 
60 inches! Looks as though California is getting the rain. We 
have had a dry winter, almost no snow. Some say we will have war 
and an earth tilt. Others say the Space Brothers will not permit 
a space war or atomic war here. I wonder what you think on this?"

A.R.K., Hillsboro, Ohio

Armageddon, the Space War, is on and has been on for years 
as 'Evil Forces from decaying Constellations try to take advantage 
of the present planetary crisis, to get control of it by accel- 
erating the pace of change, and directing it to Their own ends. 
They form temporary alliances with evil forces of the Earth-Moon 
System, and with soul-less human Leaders on the surface who have 
neither morals nor ethics. To the Solar Logos and the Planetary 
Logos the friction of this conflict is not evil, as we humans see 
it, but only a negative resistance which acts as a thrust block 
which guarantees forward movement into the New Age. In this con- 
text all sentient beings serve the. Good, by either working with 
It or by opposing It; but only a self-conscious Beings can make 
the choice. If atomic war is a part of the All-Present Creator's 
plan in preparing the earth for the New Age, there will be atomic 
war. If an earth tilt or Polar Flip is part of the preparation 
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of the surface of the earth for a New Age or new cycle, there will 
be a Polar Flip. There is plenty of geological evidence to support 
the theory of past Flips or tilts. We discuss this at length in 
BSRF No. 2-C, "Flying Saucers and America ’s Destiny”, $2.75.
New Age author John W. White has just finished a book on the sub
ject, "Pole Shift”. Doubleday publishers plan to release the book 
in April 1980. The first hint of it in modern times was in H.P. 
Blavatsky’s "The Secret Doctrine" (1888).

THE DENDERA ZODIAC
We quote from the 1938 Adyar editi'M t ‘"Jba at Doct/Jna", 

Vol. III, page 367: ”... Fortunately %>*• have c1n Dendera Zocirc, 
the planisphere on the ceiling of one nf the oldest Egyptian cem- 
ples, to record the fact. This Zodiac. ’dth Vs mysterious three 
Virgos between Leo and Libra, has foand ’ to un.lccsra-id
the riddle of its signs, and justify the tfui-hniJ.u_us or them. 
priests who told Herodotus that their Initiales teughr (a) that 
the poles of the Earth and the Ecliptic had formet-]y coincided, 
and (b) that ever since their first Zodiac.il records were conanenced, 
the Poles have been three times within the plxae of the Ecliptic."

And 'the Footnote on page 373: "There arc Egypr-ologists who 
have quite erroneously tried to identify Osiris with Menes. Bunsen 
assignsto Menes an antiquity of 5,867 yoar« B.C. . ö id is danounced 
for it by Christians. But Isis- Osiris relgmd m FgVpt befere the 
Zodiac was. painted on the ceiling of the t-cmoV ot Dendera, and 
that is over 75,000 years ago!"

Isaiah was told: "For behold, I create new heavens and a new 
earth; and the former shall not be remembered, nor come into mind." 
Verse 65:17. Geological records indicate that the Creator has re- 
created the earth many times in the past and it seems that He is 
getting ready to do it again. When that happens, the traditional 
Aries will no longer be the rising sign of the Zodiac at the Ver- 
nal Equinox in March.
HUNDREDS OF STUNNED WITNESSES WATCH

For those who can read the signs aright, there was evidence 
of a space war over Bahrain and the Persian Gulf,'August 24, 1979; 
for a Flying Saucer -- apparently taking evasive action -- was 
hunted down and shot down "in one of the most widely reported UFO 
sightings ever", according to the "National Enquirer” of October 
10, 1979, "hundreds of witnesses, including Veteran'airline pilots, 
air traffic Controllers and government officials, watched in stun- 
ned disbelief as a metallic UFO plunged toward earth. The bright 
’pulsating and cylindrical' craft streaked across the night sky 
over the Gulf and disintegrated into a spectacular ball of flame, 
showering wreckage into the water. . . Investigators now believe 
they actually witnessed the death of a spaceship from another 
planet. . . George Williams, editor for the English language 'Gulf 
Daily News’, stopped his car and got out when he saw a crowd of 
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people pointing to the sky.

"'We were all just Standing there, hypnotized, as the UFO 
zig-zagged across ~he sky,’ he remembered. 'It seemed to stop and 
hover over a brighsly lit mosquc for a few seconds and then shot 
away again. I'm convinced I saw a spacecraft from another world.'

Airport control tower operators estimated the UFO travelled 
as fast as 6,000 miles per hour at times. Salem Al Musallam, ass
istant harbor master at the port of Bahrain, said, "It was an awe- 
some sight. I jumped with fright when it exploded, sending fire- 
balls of wreckage into the sea.’"

ARMAGEDDON IS PSYCHO-POLITICAL WARFARE ALSO
"Dear friends, I have been receiving your Journal and enjoy it 
very much. I was particularly interested in the material on UFO- 
MIRO etc., on page 28 of the Jan-Feb 1980 RR, referring to the 
Zodiacal Mafia from the Pleiades, and thought you might be in
terested in the enclosed ad on the picture book, ’UFO...Contact 
From The Pleiades!* I had the book but didn’t keep it as it 
did not ’feel right' (?) and did not want it around... and thought 
this might be of interest to you. I learned of the book at a Sem
inar I attended in November on Long Island, given by Marcel Vogel, 
on Extra-terrestrial -contacts ."

H.P., Paterson, New Jersey

Yes, it certainly is a glamorous, beautifully packaged book 
of the best, clearest Flying Saucer pictures ever taken, and re- 
leased from a bastion of Western conservatism at $24.95 a copy, 
by Genesis III Productions, Ltd., PO Box 32067, Phoenix, Arizona 
85064. Here's what Jim Mosely has to say about it in his "Saucer 
Fool” newsletter of February 5, 1980.

PSYCHIC ATTACK FROM THE PLEIADES
"We have been in correspondence for quite some time now with 

Ronald Spanbauer, an enthusiastic youth from Wisconsin who is in
volved 'in selling and promoting a book called 'UFO - Contact From 
The Pleiades'. This book, which goes for about $25, describes 
the alleged contact experiences of a Swiss watchman named Edward 
Meier. A large number of photos are included in the book, and 
these have stirred up a UFOlogical storm of controversy. While 
Spanbauer conscientiously defends the pictures, Ground Saucer 
Watch expert Bill Spaulding calls the case a ’crude hoax, pre
sented in a slick format*. Jim Lorenzen of APRO is lukewarm on 
the case, in spite of an earlier endorsement; and we understand 
that Stan Friedman has serious doubts also. We in no way ques
tion Spanbauer's integrity; but after reading the book and studying 
the many beautiful pictures therein, we humbly feel that it's 'all 
too good to be true'. Not only that, but we hear that Meier has 
even been caught with fake pictures in his garbage! On the other 
hand, if any of these photos are genuine, we have here the most
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sensattonal contactee case of all time! - - »u- itle reader,
is as much as we know about the case so far. We will keep our 
’Saucer Fool' readers informed as we learn more."

Jim is planning a giant UFO convention in New York City on 
June 20-21, 1980, write to him at PO IF?, Ne» .Tersey
07024 for the details. I believe Moseley and other dedicated UFO 
researchers are well advised to be reb ,t to endorse the Meier 
Saucer material, for two obviou4 . First, pecp<o who in the
past have obtained genuine evidence of the reality of Flying Saucers 
photos or artifacts, have beexi * 1- the authorities. They
have been threatened with or have actually re< d bodily harm. 
Their evidence has been taken from them, and some have even disap- 
peared without a trace! Second, one '0 ’ •.'•u ■-! 1 <. i ~ s most en-
thusiastic endorsers is a Colonel of the U.S. Air Force, LTCOL W.
C. Stevens (Ret). This dedicated agent of MIRO even boasts of 
having had two tours of duty with Air Force Intelligence, the 
government agency most direetly concerned with the Flying Saucer 
coverup since 1947! Can the leopard change his spots? Not likely. 
No doubt Meier has been thoroughly checked out by Intelligence 
agencies of other Western governments. The fact that he continues 
his way unmolested -- as have many Flying Saucer racketeers over 
the years -- is a sort of ”left-handed” endorsement by MIRO. His 
Output presents no threat to the established order. And, if the 
"contacuee” is eventually exposed as a fraud, the Flying Saucer 
movement will have received another black eye.

THE VICTORS GOT THEIR VICTIM

"I have just received news that the author of the book I 
sent you ("Cosmic Conspiracy" by Stan Deyo) has been shot. Quite 
surprising he survived so long, in my opinion. Weil, where do 
we go from here? God only knows for sure. What a planetary tangle 
as the many power groups juggle to get their spoke in the wheel. 
Australia is a place where it is not safe to stick one's neck out. 
About 20 years ago there were several deaths there under question- 
able circumstances one of them the sudden drowning of the then 
Prime Minister under very suspicious circumstances It was never 
serious'ly researched, which made it even more suspicious.

"I listened to a tape of a meeting addressed- by Stan Deyo, 
in which he was asked how he had survived so long. He said, ’I 
trust in the Lord'. However, trust in the Lord is not the best 
protection against the Dark Forces in these criticai times. My 
bookseller friend and I have sold now about 25 copies of 'Cos
mic Conspiracy’. Very good for such a small area. However, in 
comparison to the number of the population there are VERY FEW 
interested in what is really going on. Just the case of the 
Biblical 'Remnant' who are awake to want to find out what and 
where.

"My friends and I were surprised to note the kind of Fund
amentalist Christian group to which Stan Deyo had become attached 
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and the strict orthodox beliefs he commended in his booi . However, 
one must never c'ri-.ise the religious beliefs of another, especially 
when the believer ,s seeking to escape from the kind of brainwashing 
experiences he had (at the U.S, Air Force Academy at Colorado 
Springs). . . In the lecture tape he certainly did reflect the at
titude of a man wh > had been rescued from what he must later have 
realized was a sor. of living death. There was none of the Billy- 
Graham kind of pre.iching in his testimony, just a quiet confident 
affirmation which was impressive to hear. I hope his second book 
was complete enougn to be printed, as it should contain more revel- 
ations about his work for 5The Other Side'. , . "

Les White, Nelson, New Zealand

THE SHOWDOWN BETWEEN THE FBI AND THE CIA

From the Preface of Deyo’s "Cosmic Conspiracy": "I remembered 
how word had passed down the FBI ranks to me and iny ilk who had 
acted as patriotic informers on various international Companies' 
unconstitutional activities in Middle East related affairs. 'There's 
an Intelligence war going on between Hoover and the CIA. You guys 
had better make tracks and wait till you’re called back.' I had 
been sent to Austrlia to 'keep a low profile' until Hoover recalled 
us. My last instructions had been: 'Stay put; but if Hoover, him
self, is either reolaced by the president or dies suddenly, you 
will be on your own from that time forward until the 'Victors* find 
you.' The rest had become history.”

Armageddon is on and Stan Deyo is one of the unsung heroes of 
the conflict. If we get word from Down Under that Deyo’s second 
book was finished enough for Publishing, and has become available, 
we’ll let you know in the Journal. If you want a copy of Deyo's 
"The Cosmic Conspiracy", by return Air Mail, send $12 to Les at 
64 Tasman Street, Nelson, NZ.

THE EXTRATERRESTRIAL MAFIA AT WORK
Australian news item from Joan O’Connel's "New Ätlantean 

Journal", Winter 1979 edition, 5963 32nd Ave. No., St. Petersburg, 
Florida 33710:

"Daily News, Perth, Australia. 12/18/78: A few weeks ago police 
arrested Eugenio Siragusa (62;, the founder-father and chief guru 
of the Cosmic Brotherhood, an 18 year old cult based on the mes
sages he received from extra-terrestrial friends. The guru (whose 
thousands of followers believe he regularly receives prophecies 
from outer space) bases his fame on Claims that he predicted the 
November 1965 New York blackout) and the Cosmic Brotherhood, have 
members with branches in many Italian cities and a Headquarters 
in Geneva, indulges in such spontaneous exercises as nocturnal 
winter climbs to the top of lonely mountains for meetings with 
messengers from outer space. Strangely enough, only the leaders 
seem to received their messages while the rank-and-file has to be 
content with frostoites and cold. Founder Siragusa's demise came
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came when a Cosmic ' . . 1 : » : i. - " : < o j <.-ih their five*
year old daughter in the belief that she would be reincamated by 
’ the boys from > ; • _• . , t f ■. • \ i • ng in vain for days at
the bi-x cf * - , . . _ 1 ‘ i ■ d. suicide. *

And th j 1 l • ng Sa^ j » <-? j . received axiother black eye. 
T^Ärr; A < n f ; . • ' i ■ t . , u : prpchic racketeer
Slrog-Jf. s. >_ j ; . ; . ; . < . expecting us to
publik r i : : ! < , - ' ’irist,
Looeamong, .Nh. ' . • - ■ . . । i ; . ) l : -xad or
dylnj _ ■* : et in a i ■ t - : - ■ < - j in r i . g the Lunar
Pitri, * “ ceamong. • - public needs
EDUCA.TION J. ■ t i < 1 - ’ i • i - : i us and the
true. '■ : 5 , :! ‘ , ■ . ■ > or cannot learn by pre-
cept and example, . '; ■ • . i s,

SOMETIMES 0U1 I f * t <i t :
"I would cannient that some of the articles in the Nov-Dec 

1979 Journal nearly made my hair stand on end! With regard to 
the Ashtar messages, intervention by UFOs in the world crisis 
Situation, 1 r i : 1 ; t h, and the Contamarra
message from Arcturus to George Van Tassel (in the Jan-Feb 1979 
Journal)-, you will be- interested to know that over the past year 
or so I have re • t ■ • • : : > among other things, to find a
link betwen A r . i r i . ; - . - ourrences of UFO incidents
and their percipients, ! ( . : . - ri.'insof great events
in 1998 and- his readings on • i : .. : oums, the Alice Bailey
material, and . < । ; . < published from England by
Grace Cooke.

“I shortly will ■ , - ; ' ! < book on these and con- ■
ne-dcl matters. I . • i : i - ; ) • l with the book published in
1977 by Stuai . < 1 ’ • u . ; ; i . ~ 'eilig (UFO) On Planet
Earth* on the r ’ i . *. .ications obtained by
Dr. Andrija Puharich. 'My own findings are that it will happen 
(and the return of Jesus Christ) at the full moon -- involving 
also Mats, Saturn and Arcturus -» on Easter Saturday/Sunday, the 
11/12 of April, 1998. Also, I was interested to see in the Sept- 
Oct 1979 Journal that there is another BSRAssociate here in Whang- 
arei. Could you give me her name and address?"

C.B. Wynniatt, PO Box 826 
Whangarei, New Zealand

No, we dont ordinari.ly give out the names and addresses of 
Associates unless -- as in your case -- they specifically want 
pen pals. Nor do we ■ > . . mailing list or seil it. By
the way, Dr. i . h/s latest book, "Time No Longer”, published 
by Doubleday, is finally out. ' : •zes his findings on
34 "super Uri Geller" type kids that came to him or were brought 
to him by their parents for understanding and encouragement.
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"LOOICt DOC, I CAM ■ • !H
Here’s an exeniple of the Star People the Creator a oringlng 

in „ 1 . ; 1 , • < ; > ■ - a 3 S
is one of the super r ,i ■„ . < . < w. . ich,
described dui: i < • > ■ - - ■ .per
1978: "As one sme i . t : > i : ■ L : , ^-.n-
ada, this W ' ! $ . ': t . । ■ f to
his father, who is . < w < . ■ , . « • ; > K < _ c- es
from (another plan j r . ); ' n . . mother.
‘Dont teil anybody. '■ • ( “ - ■ . • some
thing • , - . ' - . , - in
the front yard with ; > . • • 'Do
you believe me now, . - . • . i . - , in the
morning, absolut - • : , •. ■ ■ ’ I cant
handle this« I need =-* , » > > ‘ That is the
kind of stuff whexe you have a hot case. So they know already, 
but you have to gc. . . n

Surely this raust be one of the most fascinating aspects of 
occult science, discovering the inter-planetazy or Inter-space 
origins of thf >• J < ; present time.
Puharich is now well Into it and the interview from which the 
above Quotation if • • : - ' > ; r : ] in its entirety in
the Journal. Asice from bringing in old souls from more advanced 
solar Systems to upgrade the human race, the Ever“-Present Creator 
sometimes reaches into the future for advanced types from the next 
grade or Round, the Fifth, of the human life-wave on this planet. 
Only an advanced oype body has the capacity to bring through new 
ideas necessary to change 1: ■ i •' ! t u

"PLATO AND CONFUCiUB WE1E FIFTH 10UND MEN,e
"The Fif th R< ~ . t <. c our earth and the sub-

races and races of on» Bound must not be confoundeci with those 
of another. The Fifth • • . 1 i 'n < ' 1 be said to have com- 
menced.when tran • , 11 ’ on the planet which preceded
ours a’single man of that Round, and on our earth not one of the 
Fourth Round. You should know also that the usual Fifth Round 
men (very few and scarce they are) who come in upon us as ’avant- 
cou ’ ‘ do not heget on earth Fifth Round progeny. Plato and 
Confucius were Fifth Round men and our Lord (Buddha) a Sixth 
Round man (though his avatar is a mystery) and not even his son 
was anything but a i < . . We are not in the Fifth
Round but Fifth Round men have been coming in for the last few 
thousand years. but what is such a petty stretch of time in 
comparison with e^en one million of the several millions of years 
embraced in man’s occupancy of earth!”

From one of ehe Master ’s letters through the medium-
shi,. u'r t‘ • i i A.P. Sinnett in
July 1882. F_. a ’ .• ‘ ~ W by C. Jina-
rajadasa, Theosophical Press, Wheaton, Illinois 60188.
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GOVERNOR DEFIES.MIRO HERE IN CALIFORNIA

"Dear Governor Brown: Thank you for supporting Senator William 
Campbell 's bill to legalize Laetrile in California. Thank you 
for recommending a work furlough for Dr. James Privetera so he 
can support his family and practice uoatoxlc aulrltional metabolic 
medicine in the daytime while he completes his six-month jail 
term, Thank you for recommending that Dr. Privetera* s licen.se not 
be revoked by the California Board of Medical Quality Assurance. 
It takes great courage and statesmanship to stand aginst the medi
cal and drug establishment. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you.”

Thousands of form letters containing the above message were 
sent to us National Health Federation members here in California. 
We in turn signed them and mailed them to the Governor’s Office 
in the state Capital of Sacramento. The Federation is one of 
those nationwide organizations working for the betterroent of the 
health and welfare of- the nation’s pc~yl.’. It is not affiliated 
with any enterprise or profession; so it can speak and work with 
out bias or prejudice.

A new and third phase of its program is tv * -b1ishment of 
a Legal Defense Fund, to defend members who find themselves unjustly 
attacked by the Food and Drug Administration. To assure continued 
support -of this new division of the Federation a Dollar-A-Month 
Club has been set up to help take the offensive in helping defend 
its members against the police state here in America, the so-called 
land of the free and the brave. If you want to defend your right 
to freedom of choice in receiving or giving medical treatment, 
membership in the National Health Federation and support of its 
goals is a practical way to maintain that defense. Write to the 
National Health Federation, PO Box 688, Monrovia, California 91016.

”JUDGE FREES MD JAILED IN LAETRILE CASE”

LA "Times", March 18/ 1980; "Laetrile figure Dr. James Privitera 
Monday was ordered released from jail immediately after a San Diego 
judge heard that Privitera’s family is suffering severe emotional 
and economic hardships. Privitera, 38, had Served 55 days of a 
120-day jail sentence for prescribing Laetrile to cancer patients. 
He has been assigned to an honor camp for most of that time.

"Privitera told San Diego County Superior Court Judge David 
Gill his behavior had changed since he began serving his sentence 
Jan. 23. The Covina physician said his family had suffered severe 
emotional strain because of the loss of his young son in an auto accident last summer. (An attempt on Privitera’s life?) He and 
his wife Roseanne have four other children.

"Privitera* s attomey, John Gibson, said the doctor ‘ s family 
is financially strapped to the point that friends are paying.the 
rent on their-home. Gibson said Privitera is 'nearly bankrupt' 
and needs to return to his practice to help make ends meet.
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When Dr. Privitera and his wife visited us here in Vista 
about ten years ago they made it clear that their political views 
were extremely conservative. She was an enthusiastic member of 
the extreme right-wing John Birch Society. He signed up for the 
Journal but didnft renew. I wamed him then that if he insisted on 
using radical, New Age therapies in his practice, he would even
tually be victimized by the conservative political forces of his 
own party, and of his Church! And that this gap between belief 
and practice would eventually destroy him. He just laughed.

LA "TIMES”, Feb. 23, 1980: "J.B. Rhine, the man who coined the 
term Extra-Sensory Perception or ESP, quit training for the min 
istry because there was no accepted scientific evidence of the 
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exlstence of the will. Then he and his wife, Louisa, spsnt the 
next 50 years exploring whether ESP exists. By the time of Rhine's 
death last Wednesday at age 84, he and his ' . t had accumulated an 
extensive body of evidence for the exlstence of ESP.

"While most scientists remain unconvlnced, Rhine himself long 
ago accepted as fact the exlstence of such paranormal powers as 
telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition and [ vchokinesis. . . " 

ÄÜSSIAN SCIENTISTS WERE COWXiCED, YEARS AGO!

And they are putting the powers of the mind to sound; prac
tical use, as indicated in this news item from London, surnmarized 
in the LA "Times”, March 7, L98«-'t "Sergei Kauzov, married shipping 
heiress Christina Onassis on ordn-i :<om the Soviet secret police, 
but he also hopes to get a largo olserce eettlement, the Daily Express reported in London. The'^tvt.- said Kauzov, 40, was a Soviet 
shipping expert based in Paris when he was ordere! by the KGB to 
pursue and tnarry the twice-divorced <•> t w ■ i 29, who inherited one 
of the world‘s biggest tanker fleets from her fatner, Aristotle 
Onassis. Sources for the London tabloid were quoted as saying that 
the Kremlin planned the marriage so the laswians could get details 
of oil movements, reserves and supplies in the West. The. paper 
also said that Kauzov planned to remarry the Soviet wife he left 
in an ar.ranged divorce so he could marry Onassis, hoping to take 
with him.a substantial share of the shipping empire. Onassis, 
married two years ago to the Russian, has begun divorce proceed- 
ings in Switzerland, but chances of a high-priced settlement for 
her husband appear very slim.”

This appears to be an excellent example of the modeling of 
human behavior along preconceived lines. It has become an exact 
science in Russia under KGB urging, and in the U.S.A. under the 
guidance and financing of the CIA and other government agencies. 
The CIA program has the code name MKULTRA. Details of its develop- 
ment over the years are in W.H. Bowart's Dell paperback, "Operation 
Mind Control" (1973, $1.95).

"THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE" AT CHAPPAQUIDDIGK

Back on page 3 of this issue we quote Sybil Leek as saying 
of the Kennedy assassins, "These men have a lot of names.” .In 
March 1967 a government assassin surfaced in Manila, The Philip
pines, while trying to bump off President Marcos. In Chapter 12 
of his book, "The Four Faces of a Zombie", Walter Bewarb gives 
the details of how the Kennedy hitchhiker at Chap^aquiddick would 
have been programmed to carry out the "accidental" drowning of 
the Senator and his supposed paramour, and to self-destruct after- 
ward if discovered by the authorities.

The young man arrested by the Manila police identified himself 
at first as Luis Angel Gase LILo. He was an easy subjcct for Sug
gestion, having been thoroughly conditioned by someonc irnore. Under 
intense and lengthy questioning by an NBI hypnotist, Castillo re- 
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vealed several othei al-aees he had used while "travelu „ iw the 
United States", Angelo Rodriguiz, Razo Hernandez, Mario „odriguez, 
Ignacio Gonzales Gradjeda, Antonio Eloriaga, and finally his ap- 
parent true identicy: Manuel Angel Ramirez "a twenty-nine year old 
native of the Brone, New York. In this state (or Level of hypnosis) 
he had no recollecrion of his youth except for a hazy memory of 
his father who. 'Ramirez' believed, was a highly placed official 
of ’the Agency . ts ’Ramirez’ Castillo said that most of his life 
had been spent in .raining’1' with, or on niissions for, the Special 
Operations Group o‘ the CIA'1.

The hypnotist eventually discovered that Ramirez had been 
Programmen at four different levels of consciousness, each of 
which could be unlocked or triggered by certain key words. These 
levels or "personalities" were labeled Zombie I, Zombie LI, Zombie 
III and Zombie IV.

"RELEASED FOR HIS NEXT ASSIGNMENT"

In the Zombie III state, among other things, Ramirez boasted: 
"The NBI are suckers. They thought they arrested me. But there I 
was, waiting for taem to get me. I know of a great plot. I am 
supposed to expose it after I am arrested. I know I will eventually 
return to my country (the U.S.). I will go through the motions of 
a trialy conviction, "and jail as a criminal. After a couple of 
months I will be- released for my next assignment."

In another session, with Ramirez-Castillo under hypnotic con
trol, his current name, Luis Castillo, was repeated as a command. 
The hypnotist reported, "A pathetic sight takes place after this. 
The subject turns his pistol to his own temple and squeezes the 
trigger as many times as his name is repeated."

"THE ESP PAPERS”
Remember Sheila Ostrander and Lynn Schroeder? Authors of 

"Psychic Discoveries Behind the Iron Curtain"? It was a best- 
seller in 1970 and is still in demand and in print. Then to round 
out the, picture of the scientific break-through in Mind Control 
in the Soviet Union, Ostrander and Schroeder wrote the Bantam paper
back, "The ESP Papers" in 1976, "Scientists Speak Out From Behind 
the Iron Curtain". Their material isn't quite as eye-popping or 
disturbing as that of Walter Bowart, but there is detailed and sig- 
nificant proof thet ESP and Mind Control are facts of life in cer
tain official circles in Russia and other Eastern bloc nations.

I believe an example of their effective use of Radionics' oc
curred at the Winter Olympic Games in Lake Placid, New York. The 
American Champions, Randy-Gardner and Tai Babalonia, were considered 
favorites to win the Gold Medal in figure skating competition. But 
Randy Gardner suddenly developed a crippling groin strain during 
warmups and the young couple were finally forced to withdraw; so the 
Russians took the finals, one, two, three! That’s the sure way to 
win. Dont let your competition even' cornpete! In their years of 
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practice and competition prior to the 1980 Winter Olympics, Tai 
and Randy had not had any major injuries. They w< ce oo jujurv- 
prone. Randy had pulled the groin muscle on his left side 10 days 
before leaving California for Lake Placid; and it was coming along 
nicely, "mending well”; but two days before their event, it was 
injured again, more severely; and the muscle on the right side was 
also injured. So the headline event became "no contest".

Back home in Moscow a week later, Olympic .Champion Irina Rod
nina was quoted as saying: "I think that the main reason for this 
pair's non-participation in the 01 rmpics is the psychological trauraa 
which was inflicted on the skaters by their coach. Instead of pre- 
paring his disciples for a difficult struggle, he took to press up- 
roar trying to put psychological pressure on the rivals."

There was psychological pressure, all. right, backed up with a 
finely tuned mechanical Instrument, under the control of a highly 
skilled operator, 3r. Ivan Faust.

MORE APPARENT POWER FROM THE DARK BROTHERS

Is there no defense against this kind of evil "modeling" of 
human behavior? Of course there is! For the awakened individual; 
nevertheless he or she must do their daily rituals of purification 
and protection; otherwise, attempted mind-manipulation by amateurs 
and Professionals is to be expected.

In his "Letters On Occult Meditation” to Alice Bailey, the 
Master D.K. admits that "On the physical plane and on the emotional 
plane, the dark brother has more power than the Brother of the 
Light -- not more oower per se but more apparent power, because 
the White Brothers choose not to exert Their power on these two 
planes as do the dark brothers. They couid exert Their authority 
but They choose to refrain, working with the powers of Evolution 
and not of Involution. The elemental forces found on these two 
planes are manipulated by two factors. A - the inherent forces 
of evolution that direct all on to eventual perfection. The 
white adepts cooperate in this. B - The dark brothers who occa- 
sionally employ these elemental forces to wreak their will and ven- 
geance on all opponents.

"Under their control work sometimes the elementals of the earth 
plane, the gnomes and the elemental essence -as found in evil form, 
some of the brownies, and. the fairy folk of colours brown, grey and 
sombx-e-hued. zThey cannot control the Devas of high development, nor 
the xairies of colours blue, green and yellow, though a few of the 
red fairies can be made to work under their direction. The water 
elementals (though not the sprites or sylphs) move on occasion to 
their assistance, and in the control of these forces of Involution 
they at times danger the furtherance of our work.

"Oft too the dark brother masquerades as an agent of the light, 
oft he poses as a messenger of the gods, but, for your. assurance 
I would say that he who acts under the guidance of the Ego (soul or
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Higher Self) will have clear vision and

FEW HAVE BUILT IN THE HIGHU ( m 'v'1 R '<
’’At this time the pow»_> o1: ■ tp- . >s. 1 o eiten rnighty.

Why? Because so mch exists j t i „s of all men
that responds to their vibrr^ior. and '» i i «• '-u ro, them to 
affect the bodies of men. ? • cively speak
ing, have as yet built in uhe „ <„ << i l ,sponds to
the keynote of the Brotherhood or ' > m . r^vically en-
tirely on the two highest k ' r e ’ „ik’ sub-atomic
subplanes) of the mental, emut i_» ,<i <,.<! : r rimes. When
moving on these subplanes ul>o > .’.<<< ‘ - cn lower planes
may be feit but effect no harm, ff', - Jv > . t-; c,t pure living
and controlled pure emotior.s an1 'Av r. <» <

"What can be done to cnsvrt y 1 > ' '!un- strife and
in the greater strife of t h<_ .<•_ s ' 1 rcalisation
that purity of all the vehicles Ls c p<’lne a rcrJ ial . . 
2. The elimination of all L’-«' - *, r > ri rm and unmoved,
no matter what occurs. . W A vco; i> * i .n o> > !>•- u^e of common- 
sense and the application of this ro“noi r i be matter in 
hand. Sleep much and, in sLeaning, kam to midov the body posi
tive. Keep busy on the emotional ihm3 u j. , ' c^e ehe inner 
calm. Do naught to overtire th-' bccN . t . v <i . -’u pla> whenever 
possible. In hours of rela>etioa c u.. . - < , , uc.nf that ob-
viates later Pension. . . ’■
THE AUTHORITY OF THE LAW OF COMPENSATION

D.K. told Alice Bailey that the Dark Brothers have more 
apparent power on the emotional and physical planes because the 
"White Brothers choose not to exert Their power on these two planes 
as do the Dark Brothers", but the Law of Compensation -- sometimes 
called Karma -- is always at work maintaining the balanced course 
of Evolution; so, the Authority of the White Brothers was obvious 
at the Olympic Games at Lake Placid when the World Championship 
Russian,Hockey Team went down to spectacular defeat at the hands 
of the American team. D.K. said the Dark Brothers have more 
apparent power as they serve the Good by opposing it; nevertheless, 
they are brothers and they do serve the Light in their way.

Blinded by their own conceit, the Russian Fausts failed to 
protect their hockey team while ensuring the success of their 
figure skating team. Which illustrates one of the basic principles 
of Black Magick operations: the magician must never let his guard 
down for fear of being destroyed by his own evil creations.come 
back to shatter him. Whereas the White Magician welcomes the re
sults of his creations of joy, beauty and love radiating from him 
in ever-widening circles.

For information on the Alice A. Bailey material and work write 
to the Lucis Trust, 866 United Nations Plaza, Suite 566-7, New 
York, New York 10017.
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That the Sorce-'"-, '• uv- * -.. ?.- - - «uch
zo Itarn 1: cv:;<£7: ; .r.r . . ,-..z. -- - ; -nbergs
.;roiB »he ..a».. -t. . '-. 'n / c - ' ■ .;.

Wr’ , .. ' - .
aM. hue-s----- - ' • , - -. \ ■ z
ü.'ncez. ho . -- the cölde&t
three in nzn-rhr - .- .-. .-?h-
aut ■ns.srly am. mm mm 3, --'... . '

”The cirarnti'... . ... . , - - m mes means
ehe Soviets he--- -« -. -eries <
taey raadfc in am,h-, - • . zr..4\.
by visiting ' - *■ ' / - - --.r h
teohnolugiäa 1 z:&t‘-r ■.. -. . -- - - in--
invlted climai.lc c.m *t- . - ? • • • ■ ; •

”The S?OTLl"ir 'm l-”': :h ' ms -.9, . ~':o :
has intensiver/ n .e “-,r : e Soviets to
disrupt giooax* HfcOth«.-.- g- > .. . .. .--. .. / . -7
rze buropear -m <mc - c ?z ■, . . . . ... ?z n.1 t /
ditzards, ümm &: . ,. . . . ~ - .7, ;

"N:'ks;a Tezlv-- .-> /m -- -- <■ ' ' ' - .-•; 1 \ ?a
In Physics in POE in. >'- -i--m.m • . . ■ -- . , -.«.rtr
parterr.s tr.rtvn. c- r. .. - i« He died :in 1943
and is zocay . . ' ' - - ' ’ . »* being more
intensive, ly studiez .. .. - .: . - . ,s --z---.. ,

”Sovie'.- irrn/vh 1T■' mrledswre
not ß* advancei L-i - ■ -- -:-m thought,
or the racc global we:h< ■ ■■-> - -- - . > . ■ njanipu-
lace over a period >- -'r-'-. -c .■ - - 1 ? i
suggesiac as* risst- 1 z •• ■•- ' ' *:■ .h r ater.
The Jet nreat im 1 . - di
soutn, chen . et. ■. - ... - in a
great 3 cum- li--. -1 - - - - - ' -*
rj ing Wä';ter :-lr 'mm 1 on 
rrXvin.^ loutb - r Je. ' nada
were in the öii. i ; : ' /• - ■ ' ; i ■

’':iear;whlle. ' . ->,. . *-• '' , . - us and energy-
short East CG£;t,’(■ c.ivec . -, .. - saved hooeowners mil- :
l.ioits of ccxi. -3 -■' -wy ■ . H r*
Ihe r.ation*'- ; only '
slighczy -- '.''.0 emim . - . . cistinas.

-'rea<’ or'21 srow s-icv h.’ " • - . ' i Jet.
I'a.?., P.vt > ' Pu,-: ms '<? '. • -• •,-. ■ ,, iditions
prev3 .er: s =., ■ ‘:ce •- .. j . . weather patteros.

'_n mjz. 1'7S at. - z-. ~ i health . - -~s
on *1 "--'a-z ft" . n '', , « Abundant snow and rain
toppen ?d_ i-'Xi'i wat£. - n-n . - sunnmer heat -were
zhe’?.rli',r.?r v“cv< T- . . - ■ . capon’ ' ■ .
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' . ~e l ; ~ ' - may have w ' : ■ y. - i
their own lot - -rm ' atic conditi* '3 , x ; .: that, if any
is needed, .. - • -1 . f h ' .w f wi

- States. . w usy weather conditions,
the li ~ ehest crop of t . . r r ~ ~ - ”Be
; r/ . b, not mocked. Whatsoever a man — or a na- ;
ticm -- soweth, that shall khey also map,” • :

in hawaxi t' i i- /' ;; f ? < i < ■
Dr. E. Otha Wingo announces th funa Research r ■ _ h(
ing a week-lc-..... - : --g on the White Magie! of th- • - , Jtme

. W'_ on the _ w . • -I _
Write to him . - .a- ■ . -w w w au., M- . . '•
or to Morrnah.K. Simeona, PO Box 10007, Honolulu, Hawaii 96816 for 

nations. (808) 941-4190. : : . ::

m-TO FLYING SAUCE1 C01WE1 Jf . IN 1® IQM i • • t
The It. Hon. James W. \j . - wy x > ’.ng ”the largest indoor UFO 
Convention since 1967, he Doral Inn, Lexington Ave. & 49th St., 
New York Jw : ~_ w Write to him ' w > - .wc

r 07024, • t ■ i ; 4 • • • 7 '

BSIF Bo.. 11, VI. _ ■. MAGNETIC VITALITY, Cor :.-d and Edited by
• • ; >- : v ■ y . i ie and Riley

Hansard Crabb. Vitic, the secret of extra \ wer long ex
clusive to the priesthoods of China, India and Egypt, uncovered 
byanEnglish engineer in the Egyptian wing of the jm
er . The R f ic .. - is of the High Priests
and Pharaohs we id magnetic iron ore. Our mo - - is
w ,'-.5 c .i i agnets and carbon rods, described and ill
ustrated in BSRF No. 11, 50 pages, ; ; *y I .w w f r
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